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Paul is very knowledgeable of Old School Runescape, with a maxed Ironman as well as a regular maxed account! Trying to reach level 99 in ranged ability in RuneScape 3? Try the methods in this guide to improve your training! How to train the skill varied in RuneScape 3Sirouve to my brand new Guide 1-99/120 for
RS3! This guide will show you a variety of ways to reach the maximum level in Ranged. There are a few ways to do this:Depending on your time availability and how much money you have, you may prefer one of these ways the other. Ranged can be a very fast and expensive skill to reach 99 or it can be slow and
profitable as a lot of skills. You'll also train the Constitution at the same time, or you can choose to train Defense with these methods as well! EOCEquipment from Skillcape Sided Before you start Training Ranged you need to make sure you have the right equipment! A more accurate bow or higher defensive gear will
increase your death speed and reduce your need to afford food so much, which means the exp can be gained faster! The table below gives the best equipment for each level. Also note that monsters are weak for specific combat styles, so sometimes we should use different weapon styles (crossbow/bow/throwing knives)
so we should use this to speed up training times. Equipment LevelArmourWeapon1Soft Leather ArmourShortbow10Hard Leather ArmourOak Shortbow20Studded Leather ArmourWillow Shortbow30Snakeskin ArmourMaple Shortbow40Green DragonhideYew Shortbow50Blue DragonhideMagic Shortbow60Black
DragonhideElder Shortbow65Royal Dragonhide65Royal Dragonhide Elder Shieldbow (Sighted)70ArmadylCrystal Bow80PernixRoyal Crossbow85Death LotusDeath Lotus Darts90SirenicAscension CrossbowsQuick Method: The Faster Way to MaxThis part will show you the fastest way to get 99, 120 or Ranged 200M.
Note that these methods are the standard methods, and while chinchompas are faster, and slayer is more cost effective, this is a mixture of both. Levels 1-20Levels 1-20 should train on chickens, found on the east side of Lumbridge, receiving 25 exp per death. For a low level I would recommend picking up the feathers
as each is worth 50gp and can quickly add up if you don't have a lot of money to start with. Levels 20-40For this you must train in Druids Chaos found in Taverley Dungeon. They give 50 exp each so it won't take long to get to level 40. They are weak for arrows so use a bow, the herbs also drop frequently to collect for
money or clean to exp herblore. Levels 40-50 At level 40 you must start training in pyrefiends, found in the Fremennik Slayer Dungeon. They give 125 killer exp each, but also require the level 30 matador. If you don't have 30 hunters, the best alternative is dragons babies, which bind well to the next levels. Remember
that you will need a fire-proof potion here too! Levels 50-70After level 50 you must train on blue dragons in the Taverley Dungeon for 263 263 Each. They also have very good drops in blue dragon slip and dragon bones. You will need a dusty key to enter the dungeon however. Abyssal demons are also a very good
option if you have 85 slayer, and they also drop a lot of red charms. Levels 70-99After level 70, you can continue to whatever your goal is in a few different ways. In my opinion, the best way is through training in water wells. They give 934 exp per kill and have one of the highest rates of red charms fall in the game, which
is great for summoning exp in the future. There is a lucrative way to train all skills. Profitable methods: Rorarii or SlayerThe best way to get experience of reach while profiting is, in my opinion, kill Rorarii in the dungeon of Ascension. Although you get more money per hour by killing the Queen's Black Dragon, Rorarii
gives a considerable exp rate, much more than QBD does, making it my preferred choice. They drop key rise stones at a rate of about 10 per hour, ranging in price between 150 and 350K each. This can make a considerable profit. Doing an inventory of super restorations and using soulsplit will sustain the player for as
long as they need to. Another classic method of making money through reach is the Slayer. While it can sometimes be much more efficient to use other combat styles for a Slayer task, many tasks use range, and training all combat styles in unison while training Slayer is a very efficient way to play. AFK method: The AFK
(Away From Keyboard) method of getting a high level of range is very interesting. It involves the use of red chinchompas in the abyss. As you may know, chinchompas are able to damage all enemies in a 3x3 area around where it hits. Using a bone and potions soulsplit or super restore will provide more than enough
healing. To make this method, take the best armor you can and go to a quiet world in the abyss. Be careful as you pass through the desert to get there. If you haven't been before, you'll need to complete the abyss miniquest. Once inside stay in an area with an amount greater than the average of monsters and start
attacking. They will remain aggressive for about 5 minutes until you move to another area and return. This method can give more than 500K experience varied per hour. However, it is quite expensive to buy chinchompas. How do you train ranged? Thanks for reading my Ranged guide. I hope this will help you achieve
your goals! If you want more detailed information about combat skills or train them with Slayer, feel free to read my other guides! Defense can also be trained when varying, establishing gain of combat experience for Defense or Defense and Weapons &amp; Ammunition For training, the player must use the type of
ammo that fits best with their weapon used. For economic training players should avoid using very expensive ammo, though, that that that Includes rune arrows and screws with higher stone-stone-stone tip. Ammo used with a given range weapon affects damage dealt in a strike, but does not affect the accuracy of the
weapon. A strike is determined only by the accuracy bonus of the bows, while the strike's strength is affected by the ammo (arrows/bolts), as well as the arc's damage potential. Using a lower-level weapon with a higher-tiered ammo, the value of the damage to the weapon used. Bows Except for load bows and fast bows,
bows are used in conjunction with arrows. Shortbows The Shortbow is the ideal range training weapon for free players. With its extremely high rate of fire and accuracy and damage per shot equivalent to those of a shield bowl of the same material, it is superior to the protective arches in almost every aspect of training. It
is also the weapon ranged of choice in pvp situations as the high attack speed can quickly wear down the opponent's health. The best non-degradable shortbow in the F2P worlds is the magic shortbow, as the best degradable shortbow in F2P worlds is the shortbow gravite. However, as the shortbow gravite requires
several hours of dungeoneering, the magic shortbow is most commonly used. As shieldbows as they have equal accuracy but lower speed and damage per shot compared to a small bowl of the same material, the shield beasts are considered inferior to their corresponding short curves. The use of any F2P shield, except
the onboard (sighted) protective arc or magical shieldbow (sighted), is discouraged, especially in training. The magic shield (sighted) is more accurate than the magic shield, but because free players don't have access to level 55 arrows, the damage doesn't increase. Shieldbows, however, have additional health and
defense capabilities. This makes training best against enemies if not in a safe place or against enemies with range attack capabilities. Training on such monsters is not recommended, as the goal of training is to gain as much experience as possible by having a high damage rate. Chargebows Kayle's chargebow is very
easily obtained from the Blood Pact. There is also a common Chargebow that is left by several spiders and creatures in the desert. The common Chargebow (which can be obtained easily from elves) is not recommended, having slightly worse statistics than the Kayle variant. Kayle's chargebow attacks quickly (as fast as
a shortbow), provides a small range attack bonus and is very weak. No ammo needed, the fast arc is the strongest ammo-free bow available to free players. It is also stronger than Kayle's charge arc and attacks at the same speed. Therefore, it should be used for training instead of Kayle's load arc. If a player has this
weapon and level 5+ range, an arguably free method to train Ranged, but gives significantly less experience (even if quickbow is used) compared to an arc with, for steel or mithril arrows. The true strength of chargebows/quickbow training is not the speed of training, but low maintenance; since it does not require ammo,
it does not leave wasted arrows lying on the ground. Chargebows/quickbows are therefore an excellent method of training in locations full of weak hostile monsters. However, Kayle's chargebow has an attack bonus that is less than a bronze arrow, with low accuracy. It also has an invisible damage multiplier of 0.9, which
implies an experience penalty of 0.9x as the overall damage is reduced. Quickbow is therefore the best option for maintenance-free training. Beasts Free players are able to use the beast, the phoenix beast and all the metal beasts of one and two hands until runrun. They are able to use basic screws until runar, as well
as stone-stone-to-diamond tip. Since an update all these items can be done directly by free players. If previously obtained free players can also use the exquisite beast discontinued up to level 40 or the heartseeker beast based on valentine events up to level 50. Both remain at level 1 for iron men. Launching Knives On
February 29, 2016, the double wielding was introduced in F2P worlds. Because of this, knives have become a viable option as the fastest weapons with F2P range and the only double-handle range weapon. In particular, the dual-wielding release came along with gravite knives and their off-hand contrapartum boasting
the highest dps possible in an F2P world. Armor In general, a player must use the best possible range armor available at their Defense and Ranged level. Free range armor is much cheaper than melee armor, as the raw materials for the armor are easier to obtain. Free players get most of their equipment alone as drops
or using the skills of creation or fletching. Because they are so commonly produced to train crafts, all the armor listed below can be purchased easily outside the Great Exchange. Level 1 – 9 Defense Recommended Set: Leather When players have access to any of the veteran covers it is recommended to wear them
instead due to their superior armor and style bonuses. If players want to wear a stylish skin, they can use any of the team cover variants, which offers a little less armor, but can also be used for melee and magic combat. A free and viable alternative is pathfinder hybrid armor, which can be used up to level 20. If a player
cannot afford the Lucky Ring, it is recommended to use the Power Ring or any variation of the Explorer ring. Level 10 - 19 Defense Recommended Set: Hard Leather Recommended Set 20 - 29: Leather Studded Level 30-39 Defense and Recommended Set Ranged: Caraça Armor. Level 40-49 Defense and Set
Recommended Range: Green Dragon Armor, Yew Rainbow, Inflexible Arrows, Asylum Doctor Ring. Asylum. players have previously unlocked the discontinued starfire cover, it is recommended to start using it at this time, as the level 40 variant offers the highest stats of any f2p skin. The hood will remain limited at level 1
for iron men. If players want to wear energy boots, they can get basilisk boots by negotiating with members. Recommended set of defense and level 50+ range: blue dragonhide armor, Farsight snap shot collar (with Dungeoneering 50), Shortbow Magic or Gravite, rune arrows, explorer ring 4. If players instead want to
wear energy boots, they can get turoth boots by negotiating with members. Amulets Players with Ranged and Dungeoneering levels of 50 or more are strongly recommended to purchase a Rewards Trader farsight snap shot necklace in Daemonheim for 15,000 Dungeoneering tokens as it provides the highest ranged
bonus of all the neck item slots available to free players, and +9 more ranged bonuses than the energy amulet. The energy amulet is the most used armor in the neck slot as it provides the second highest range bonus of all neck slot items available to free players. It has no requirements to use and can be easily obtained
from the Grand Exchange, so players can and are recommended to train with it at any Ranged level. The defense amulet can be useful against monsters that deal damage quickly, but also have low defense as it provides an armor rating of 6, as well as a respectable +8 ranged bonus. This amulet should be considered
by low-level players in situations where safe points are not available, as the increased armor rating may be worth the lowest bonus ranged compared to the energy amulet. Note that it is hybrid equipment and as such decreases the combat triangle effect. The twisted bird skull necklace can also be worn by players who
train Ranged with Prayer. This can allow players to use Arid Force prayers such as Relentless Force and Overwhelming Force. It is recommended to just equip this while burying bones, and use a power amulet while actually attacking monsters, keeping it in your inventory when you are not burying bones to increase
your Ranged bonus. The fanatical amulet can be used in conjunction with the Overwhelming Force prayer to hit a little higher than with a snap-of-view shot necklace. However, this amulet is considered ineffective for training because its ability is very limited, and gives a negative prayer bonus, reducing the effectiveness
of flashing Overwhelming Force by using prayer points quickly. However, it is possible to use it with the twisted bird skull necklace to restore prayer points. it costs 40,000 Dungeoneering tokens to buy, which is considered by most players to be overpriced. Experience settings and combat modes XP Selection is located in
the Combat Settings section of the default Powers (F4 by default) interface) nis). Players can set the experience they gain by killing monsters with Ranged attacks for Ranged &amp; Defense (equal parts Ranged and Defense Experience), Ranged (every experience goes to Ranged), or Defense (every experience goes
to Defense). Combat modes Players can select one of two combat modes: Full Manual (which requires each capacity to be triggered manually) or Revolution (which automatically triggers basic abilities placed on the first nine action bar slots, and also allows players to manually trigger other basic, threshold, and end
abilities without disabling Revolution). For the purposes of Ranged training, it is strongly recommended that players use Revolution combat mode and the following action bar (or a variant of it), activating threshold and final abilities as needed: This bar is a variant that is used with shield arcs and includes transfigure and
devotion. Set your quick prayer to the Overwhelming Force if you want to use prayer during your training, otherwise set it to whatever you want it to be. You can move all boundaries and final skills to where you want them to be and you can do the same for potions. I usually keep the devotion in front of dazing and have
the potions set z and x on the keyboard. I also don't recommend using ricochet when training on higher level enemies becomes very annoying. To receive the Sacrifice, Devotion, and Transfigure abilities, they must have been purchased during the second World Event The Bird and the Beast or obtained in the one God
Wars Dungeon. Training guide ranged Tips Prayer flash to get a boost of reach without losing prayer points. Select Eagle Eye as your quick prayer and double-click (no delay between clicks) on the prayer icon. With the help of the XP COUNTER, make sure that the prayer sound effect plays while the experience is
gained. Remember that rangers can attack diagonally, a great advantage against large monsters that move 1.5 squares, as they can be easily blocked by small obstacles that are easily avoided by regular monsters. Use the safes. Just get the right adjustments and then shoot from an angle. Harness rejuvenating
defense capability. This is a skill that can grant a free and very effective healing that can be used for extensive Ranged training on dangerous monsters. Levels 1 - 30 Monster Name Location(s) Combat Level Experience requirements Requirements Troll chuckers and troll shamans Burthorpe Cave (North bank) 1 50 40
No Use the discarded load arc&gt;Abow&gt;quickbow deKayle for the most economical training. Advantages Disadvantages Troll chuckers drop the quickbow, the best bow without for free-to-play Can be killed with one shot and provides reasonable XP per hour Rarely beats and does down damage Falls bones to train
Prayer with, and cooked food cooked Drops At level 25+ range it is easy to clean the entire room before resonating begins. Monster Name Location(s) Combat Level Experience Requirements Chickens Lumbridge,Port Sarim 1 50 33 None Chargebows should be enough to eliminate low-health enemies. Disadvantages
Disadvantages Feather drops, which are stackable and sell for a decent amount of gold Rarely beats and does low damage Falls bones to train Prayer, and raw chicken for food once cooked Less exp/hour than some mobs (but definitely worth it for winning gold in the first levels) Some areas are often crowded even by
botters. Monster Name Location(s) Level of Combat Experience Requirements Requirements Lumbridge Cow Calves, Port Sarim, Taverley 2 50 33 No Advantage Disadvantages Cai cow hide, a complete inventory (28 inventory spaces) of which is worth 15,316 coins Falls bones to train Prayer with, and raw meat that
can be cooked and used as food Calves in Lumbridge can be found in a more open space, and the Lumbridge cow field is generally less crowded than the chicken farm just across the way. Calves can deal more damage to low-level players than chickens, level 3 players should be careful Cowhide doesn't stack like
feathers, which means trips to a bench are more necessary. Levels 30 - 50 Levels 50 - 70 Monster Name Location(s) Combat Level Experience requirements Catablepon requirements • 3rd level safety stronghold 54 3900 198 Third floor safety stronghold food advantages Disadvantages 96.7 experience per death Does
hardly any Damage to players Very easy to kill Can be killed quickly for a high exp/hour with range of up to 68,000 exp/hour with arrows runes at levels 70+ if you don't catch any drop (take on 700 kills/hour) It's a common place to train for both free and pay-to-play players. Sometimes, although rarely, the weakening
spell, only for when the strength level is reduced by 8 Levels 70 - 99 99
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